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INTRODUCTION SK09K0107

These days, when economy is a part of everyday life, it is necessary to use a number of
economic tools in the radiation protection at NPS (Nuclear Power Station). The optimization
according the ALARA principal predominates over, in bygone times preferred, the doses
minimization. This philosophy is a big benefit in the praxis, and it is suitable to prefer it
everywhere, where the radiation protection is trained.
In the graduation thesis on the Faculty of health and social studies, the author P. Foltýn has

used (for the support of the radiation protection optimization.at NPS), the famous method for
years, relatively simple and practical - the so called CBA (Cost Benefit Analysis). Its
principle can be expressed as follows:
This method measures costs against benefits (profit), in Czech language also the "benefits
analysis" or the "cost and benefits analysis". All benefits, profits and positives are gathered on
the one side of the equation (or imaginary scale) and all costs and negatives on the other side.
This mechanism goes from the following equation

B = V-{P+X + Y) ,
where B is the net profit resulting from activity, V is the gross value of the activity result
which includes the product value and the tangible social and other benefits, P represents the
production expenses including losses for the society coming out from the non-radiation
detriment and costs on the protection against non-radiation risks, X represents the costs on the
radiation protection and Y are losses corresponding to detriment as a result of the radiation,
caused by the given activity.
The cost benefit analysis says to us that „B" should be maximalized which can be expressed
through the first derivation with respect to the independent variable - the collective dose (S)
of the given activity, i.e.

dB/dS = 0 and

d2B / dS2 < 0
With regard to the fact that the quantities „V" and „P" can be considered in relation to „S" as
constant, then

dX/dS = -dY/dS
with the initial condition d2(X+Y) / dS2 > 0 (i.e. the minimum sum of both items X,Y).
Values „X" in monetary units are clear already in time of establishing of the radiation
protection, but values „Y" are necessary to express in same units, i.e. also in monetary units.
The price of the health detriment Y is calculated when „S" is multiplied by the monetary
value of the collective dose unit a,

Y = a*S
This way of calculation is based on the idea that the effective dose can be financially

evaluated and thus to compare the costs on the radiation protection with the gained effective
dose. For the purpose of conversion the coefficient a [CZK/Sv] is given which represents the
financial equivalent 1 of the collective effective dose Sv. In some cases, where also the price
appointed to the other detriment items is important (expressed by monetary value P), the other
member of the relation for „Y" can be applied, i.e.
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Y = a*S + (3 *
where, „E" are individual doses of individuals „i" in the group „j".

EXAMPLES OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS IN PRAXIS

The first example is given by the (fictive) data in the following table.
Variant

A

B

C

X [ECU]

-

, ; / ; 6 5 V * ; - . ; , . :

220

S [mSv]

20

12

Y [ECU]

600

'•',.-''<435'..-.• • ' :;

340

X + Y[ECU]

600

500

580

From the given data it is clear that the optimal solution of this example is the variant B which
results from the lowest total price for the performed variant, whereas the A variant does not
assume any measure for decreasing "S", and the C variant will not bring a sufficient decrease
of "S" at more than three times investment to the measures.
The differential CBA counts in the following table with the same basic assumption, but with
the certain aspect for specification. That is solved with help of the difference of the financial
costs on the performance of individual activity variants and the difference of the benefit in the
form of the "S" for these variants.

Variant

A

c

X [ECU]

200

S [mSv]

20

BIHHHBIHHBÍ

12

AX [ECU]

155

AS [mSv]

2,5

AX/ASIECU.mSv"1]

-

IHflHHMfeCHi
62

As the optimal variant is considered the one where the increase of the costs and profit ratio AX
/AS is lower, or equal to the reference value 30 ECU per lmSv. In this case, it is also the B
variant. Thus the result is the same as in the case when the cost benefit analysis was used. The
solution is thus independent on the used mathematical technique.

The second example is the optimization during the „Additional checking of the primary
piping welds on NPS". For these tests, the detailed programme was elaborated with two
variants of these activities. The conservative variants for the dose input in the place of
activities = 0,5 mSv/hr and for 0,1 mSv/hr. Optimized variants were elaborated also for both
dose inputs.

Total time estimation
(man-hours)
Total estimated dose mSv)
Total time saving (hrs)
Total savings „S" (mSv)
Financial savings (CZK)

Conservative
variant for dose
input 0,5 mSv/hr

358,3

179,2

Optimized
variant for dose
input 0,5 mSv/hr

326,7

163,4
31,5
15,8

11 970 + 7900

Optimized variant for
dose input 0,1 mSv/hr
(for comparison)

31,5
3,2

11970 + 1600

It comes out from the table that activities of sixteen workers were left out or reduced, whereas
1890 minutes = 31,5 hours of their work were saved. The saved value of these workers is
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7 900 CZK for the dose input 0,5 mSv/hr and 1600 CZK for the dose input 0,1 mSv/h. The
value of the saved financial sum for the work, taken as the usual hour rate in that time - 380
CZK/hr, represents 11 970 CZK. For none of the individuals of the working group, in this
case, the average effective dose did not exceed 1/10 of the relevant radiation limits, thus, for
the purpose of the loss calculation from the heath detriment, the coefficient 500 000 CZK/Sv
was used. With regard to the fact, that the total work price was 311 000 CZK, the savings cca
20 000 CZK (6,4%) resp. 13 500 CZK (4,4%) were not insignificant.

The third example is the optimization of activities at the „Decontamination of the neutron
flow sensors ". Firstly, these sensors, which have the shape of a long wire, are very active and
cannot be easily taken out and subsequently discarded. In case of necessary replacement, the
reel which is designed for this purpose grips the sensor's end and reels it up on the cylinder
which is concealed in the massive shielding. During its reeling up, due to material
embrittlement, the surface layers crack and "peeling off' of these parts to the reel internal
space where partially cling to the functional parts and internal surface. From this place, from
the radiation protection point of view, these particles must be removed after some time. This
operation is very risky from the radiation point of view because the dose equivalents input
Hp(10) from these particles can reach a few hundreds of mSv/hr, up to units Sv/hr.
The sum of 467 000 CZK was planned for this activity according specification which
assumed averting the possible activities failure on the critical path during the unit shut down
in the range of 24 - 48 hours and averting the collective dose (S) attaining max. 3 Sv. The
calculation of the averted dose is based on the measurement of the Hp(10) input on the
equipment, some higher of which (above cca 0,02 mSv/hr) are specified in the following
table. It is evident that places were chosen where at 48 hours work, Hp(10) can exceed for
individuals 1 mSv.

Equipment
Case of the neutron flow sensor

Outside the reel of the neutron flow sensor
Shielded case of radioactive waste

Container of the neutron flow sensors
Assembly rod

Reel lid of the neutron flow sensor
Bock of the stroke

Input Ho(10) in mSv/hr
0,06
3,00
5,50
1,70
0,03
0,06
0,18

For these activities were planned following:
- Hp(10) foe worker, maximally 2 mSv,
- S for group of 6 workers, maximally 6 mSv,
- The equivalent dose on hands, (ring TLD), for individuals per day, maximally 20 mSv,
- Total work time, 6 shifts = 48 hours.

In the following table are specified values of drawing „S" and ,,Hp(10)" for the whole
operation.

Name
Worker 1
Worker 2
Worker 3
Worker 4
Worker 5
Worker 6
Collective dose

HD(10)inmSv
2,25
0,14
0,03
2,01
2,50
0,32
7,25
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From this table comes out the fact that the estimation of the received dose during this
operation was, based on the values obtained by the measurement on the equipment surface,
slightly underestimated. The collective dose versus assumption was higher by 1,25 mSv and
the personal dose equivalent of three workers exceeded the planned maximum value 2 mSv.
During the measurement at the spot, the highest value of the dose equivalent input was
measured on the one chipped part of the neutron flow sensor, nearly of 9 Sv/hr! In spite of the
fact that the assumed values ,,Hp(10)" and „S" were slightly underestimated, the whole
operation was evaluated as successful. If the obtained data will be the subject of the „Cost-
benefit" analysis, then, the fulfilled assumption of the 24 - 28 hours saving for the production
unit non-operation must be put on the side of benefits, which, at the current prices of the
electric energy sales represents nearly 22 - 48 millions CZK from the non-production. To this
is necessary to add the indrawn dose at the assumed level of max. 3 Sv. The increased costs
on preliminary measures of the radiation protection are thus the fraction of saved means.

CONCLUSION

It is evident that the knowledge of the optimization radiation protection methods obtained by
the learning and praxis, as e.g. is the Cost Benefit Analysis, it is the benefit not only for the
nuclear power stations operators. This analysis is intended primarily for supporting the
decision making process, whether to do the additional measures of the radiation protection or
not. The base of the radiation protection management lays thus on the well-developed and
very good system of the radiation activities organization which is the means which in most
cases does not bring additional costs for carrying out additional measures.
As it was mentioned at the beginning of this article, it is very suitable to teach the
optimization methods at universities in order to enable the graduates coming to the praxis
where the radiation protection is the important part of the daily activities to use the
optimization methods to improve this activity.
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